
THE RISE OF THE ANDROIDS

Android is now one of the biggest computing platforms in the world. THE RISE OF ANDROID: How a flailing startup
became the world's.

The 1. The gap has arguably narrowed as the S4 is not streets ahead in hardware terms compared to the rest of
the Android flagship pack. The basic truth remains that only the most determined Samsung apologist could
overlook its policy of copying the competition. In fact, the four of the top five smartphone companies in the
world, including Samsung and Huawei, use Android OS on their devices. This improved version of the SH
was backed by a serious marketing campaign and a charm offensive on distributors. These areas will continue
to grow as Apple stays somewhat stagnant. Quite the opposite, in fact. Copycat, copycat You could argue that
human advancement itself is a story of taking what works and building upon it to improve things. Experts
predict that Android may dominate society even more effectively than Windows in the future. The story of the
rise of Samsung is intertwined with the rise of the Android platform. Samsung did develop its own smartphone
platform; Bada OS was announced in late , but the company had already released its first Android smartphone,
the i, or Samsung Galaxy, in June of that year. Google Pixel C 3. In fact the quality issue was company-wide
and Lee soon moved to modernize Samsung and change its ethos. Phablets were the best of both worlds â€” a
large display, sometimes paired with a stylus, and great app support. Buying an Android tablet was a bit of a
gamble. Samsung has sold more than 25 million Galaxy S handsets since then. After all, the recipe worked for
phones â€” it should work for tablets just as well. This is mostly due to Apple often coming out with relatively
expensive products and focusing its marketing and power on core advanced countries. Samsung, one of
Androids biggest ambassadors, has long been a prominent company in America. There were plenty of
well-built and genuinely innovative devices. That led to a concerted effort to beat Apple, which began with
analyzing, and sometimes copying, what was good about the Apple experience. He was to transform the
company beyond recognition, but his year reign has not been without controversy, as The Verge has pointed
out. The sheer number of options were daunting, given there was no standard of quality that you could rely on.
The Galaxy Round looks like a determined effort to announce a flexible display device before LG. It would be
fair to say that the South Korean company has come a long way since then. The first mobile phone it produced
was the SH, but the quality was very poor. It was a big contender for best smartphone on the market. By
Samsung was the third largest mobile phone manufacturer in the world behind Nokia and Motorola.


